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'J aon't propose to write an oae to aejectWn, but to brag as lustily as ClianticCeer in the morning, standing on his roo t,
ifonly to wa~ my neighEors up.' -- !Jfenry Vavit£%oreau
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Ed Rollins, political analyst and former
H.RossPerotadviser, will speak in Coastal's
Wheelwright Auditorium on Thursday,
October 29 at 7:30. Part of the Kimbel
distinguished Lecture Series, the lecture is
free and open to the public.
Rollins will discuss the role of media
and politics.
Prior to serving as oneofH. Ross Perot's
two national campaign managers until S urnmer 1992, Rollins was a Republican strategist in the administrations of three presiden LS
- Richard ixon, Gerald Ford. and Ronald
Reagan. During Reagan's frrstterm, Rollins
served as assistant to the president for political affairs before taking over as national
campaign director of the Reagan/Bush reelection bid, during which he guided the
largest electoral landslide in American history. Following the campaign, he rejoined
the Reagan administration. returning to his
post as the president's top political adviser.
In addition to Rollins' success in the
1984 Reagan/Bu h campaign, he has man-

Ed Rollins
aged numerous political campaigns
throughout the nation and has had managerial roles in earlier ixon and Reagan presidential campaigns. In] 988, he also served
as national chairman for Jack Kemp's presi-
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Submitted by RON INGLE

allocation for 1992-1 Q93 was only 70 percent of the state' fonnula funding plan for
This has been a difficult budget year for Coastal, and we have continued to ran
Coastal. It is the fourth consecutive year our among the lowest-funded public institutions
college's state appropriation has remained in South Carolina To handle the low level
the same or has been reduced while opera- of 1992-1993 state funding, we made 20 to
tional costs have risen. Our original state 30 percent reductions in telephone costs,
travel, supply
....--C-o-a-s-ta-l-S-t-u-d-e-n-ts-G-iv-e-V-ie-w-O-1-N-a-u-·o-n-al-P-o-I-ih-·C-S---' p urc h a ses ,
and equipStudents were asked who they would vote for
ment repairs.
November 3. Followinb is their respon e.
We eliminated equip,ment
pur**********
39%
Clinton
chases
and
**********
left more than
**********
21%
20 staff vaBush
**********
cancies and
210/D
Perot
**********
one faculty
vacancy
6%
None Of The Above
empty.
We
60/0
Undecided
initiated
an
WOllldNot
4%
Cannot vote
.... Vote 2%
aggressive
college-wide
L-______________________________________________
"Elvis 1%

Chancellor. USC Coastal Carolina College

~admissions

Source: Infonnal Poll

dential campaign.
In 1989 and 19 0, Rollins served as cochair of the ational Republican Congre sional Committee, and as the only nonmember of Congres to serve in thi po ition.
Rollin al 0 ha held numerou positions in the California Legislature.
A graduate of the California State
Universitysystem,Rollin w anatio 1ranked boxer, inning the Go d n Glove
and theA.A.U. Champion hips. He also h
been a v ity boxing coa h, pro e r, nd
university administra or in California and
Washington Unive ity in ct. Loui .
The imbel Di tmgui hed Lect re
Series is spon ored by the .mbel Trust,
Coastal Educational Foundation, Inc., the
Episcopal Dioc eofSouth Carolina 0
View Memorial Foundation, the "S n
ews," and USC Coastal Carolina Co e e.
Seating is on a first-come, fIrst-served
basis, and tic ets are available in th
eelwright Box Office. open wee day from
noon to 5 p.m.

Emma Pearce

e

marketing and rccruitmenteffort thatre lted
in a 3.4 percent increase in full-time equi alent enrollment
In August we were infonncd b the
South Carolina Budget and Control Board
that our budget ould be reduced by
$185,000. The fall enrollment increa along
ith substantial improvements in student
retention generated an additional 140 0
which helped deal with the budget red ction.
In mid-September we were informed
that the South Carolina Supreme Court h d
ruled that the Budget and Control Board'
budget reduction plan was invalid. Thi
action required that all state agencies assume a full four percent reduction. Thi
meant an additional $225,000 would lost
from the 1992-1993 Coastal budget.
Even with the cost cutting measufi
already in place and with the additional
tuition income we were not able to accommodate the most recent budget reduction
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to you ·n Decem r.
5. Pay by mail.
6. Show up Tue y Jan
for cl
Re Jt- 0 Lin ! If you do
folIo the abov proced
tion will have clo
b Janu
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Editorial
Everyone knows that Coastal is seriously considering secession from the USC system. If we do secede, and it is looking
more and more like we will, we need to be taken seriously as an
independent institution. Coastal does not, however, appear to be
taking itself very seriously. Coastal is becoming less and less an
institution of higher learning, and more of a stopover on the way
to the beach.
Coastal is attempting to recruit students by luring them to
Myrtle Beach. Over the summer, students attending orientation
were sent t-shirts that read "Coastal Carolina College" with the
words "Myrtle" in small print between Coastal and Carolina, and
"Beach" between Carolina
and College.
The message is
obviously
"come
to
Coastal
at
Myrtle Beach."
During
summer orientation the student Orientation Assistants were supplied with tshirts to wear during the program. One of the shirts listed the "Top
Ten Reasons to Come to Coastal." The reasons were as follows:
1) THE BEACH
2) To be in debt for life ...
3) Where did you say Coastal is? USC at the beach!!!
4) To participate in condom fest!?!
5) To study hard (yeah, right!)
6) To· visit the residence halls protected wetlands (QUAG)
7) To get involved with student clubs, organizations, and
Greeks!!
8) To play intramural mud volleyball!
9) So you don't have to go out and get a real job!
10) So you, too, can learn how to squeeze an education in
between prime beach time!!
It is good that the school has a sense of humor about itself,
but should we be sending freslunen a message that says" party and
go to the beach?" Most students can accomplish that without the
help of the orientatioo staff.
Coastal is also pushing the beach with its summer courses. In
order to let the general public know about summer classes, Coastal
placed ads in newspapers and on a billboard along Highway 501.
The fIrSt ad read, in bold type, "TIllS SUMMER, GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT." Beneath these words were pictures of a
seashell, beach ball, and book in the sand. Did they want people
to think classes would be held on the beach?
In leaving the USC system, I realize that it is very important
that Coastal continue to attract students. However, I do not believe
that we should lure them here by suggesting that they can spend
their time at Myrtle Beach. Coastal's freshman to sophomore
retention rate from 1991 to 1992 was 65%, up from 50% for 1990.
It is good to see that the retention rate is up, but it really needs to
go up even higher. I have to wonder how many of those 35% of
students who dropped out came to the beach rather than to Coastal.
Perhaps if we could bring them here with our excellent business
program and wonderful opportunities in marine science, we might
have more serious students who will work hard to stay at Coastal.
We need to get more serious about education. Forget the
beach, anyone who checks a map to see where Coastal is can
plainly see that weare located 14 miles from Myrtle Beach. Ifwe
are not careful, after seceding from USC we may get the chance to
print t-shirts that read "Myrtle Beach University: no classes, no
homework, no sweat!"

.Opinion:

Time to take
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The Chanticleer is published every second Tuesday, except when extenuating circumstances apply.
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Coastal Carolina College. Letters submitted will be edited. The Chanticleer is funded through the Student
Media Committee and advertising revenue. This newspaper is protected under the copyright laws of the
United States. All submissions become property of The Chanticleer.

LETTERS POLICY
The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerning interesting and timely topics. All letters should be signed
with the author's name, address, telephone number, and major, position. or relation to the college. All letters will be
confmned. Letters are accepted from parties from off-campus. All letters should be limited to 250 words. All
submissions should be typed or legibly written. With no exceptions, all letters will be edited for length. clarity, and
libelous or lewd material. Any accusations made in letters by the author are subject to confmnation and must be
supported by factual materials. Letters may be delivered personally or through campus mail to The Chanticleer office
in room 202 of the Student Center. Letters may also be mailed to the above address.
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Environmenta
Are you broke? Is your home dirty? Do
you want to help out the environment? Well,
I have the solution to making your household chores more environmental and less
. expensive.
Earth Day 1992 emphasis was on
chemical pollutants across the world. Many
common household cleaning items contain
chemicals that are toxic. These cleaners are
not only flammable, but they are environmental hazards. When you throw out the
cleaners on the grass in the yard, the chemicals leach into the ground and the water
table, thus compounding the pollution
problem in Horry County.

ow, this is a good excuse to use for not
cleaning your house when your friends come
over, but not when your parents do. So
instead of not cleaning your house, you can
use environmental-safe cleaners that are
natural to the earth and do not poll ute when
disposed of.
Here are nine easy ways to tidy your
house the environmental way:
• LAUNDRY: Replace detergents with
washing soda or pure soap flakes. Check
detergent labels to see if they are phosphatefree and are biodegradable. For fabric softener, add one c. white vinegar and 1/4 c.
baking soda to the final rise.

to

• WINDOW CLEANER: Mix 2 10 .
of vinegar in 1 quart of water. Use ne paper rather than paper towels.
• DRA OPENER: Pour two handfuls of salt followed by boiling water into
drain to clear pipes. Repeat twice a month
to help avoid clogging.
• KITCHE CLE
SER: U e salt
and baking soda as scouring agents ~ r
sinks. ovens and refrigerator .
SECTICIDES: Spray plants with
soapy water to kill aphid and mi
• STORAGE: U paper ba ,paper
wrapping, and glas containers in lead of
plastic wrap bags or container .

What car crisis?
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to Jason
Singleton's article "Car Crisis in America
Part II." I can't believe that you let such a
misleading article be printed in your paper.
When I wrote my flfSt response to "Car
Crisis in America," it was simply to point
out that American cars weren't all bad, and
that if you shopped around you could find
plenty of good American cars. ow, Jason
Singleton writes another article trying to
discredit the things I have said. So, I would
like to give information in order to prove '1ly
point.
First, Jason Singleton seems to think
that the amount of car sold is an important
fact Well guess what? Seven of the top ten
selling vehicles sold this year were American (USA Today Oct 6,1992). Also it was
stated that more Toyota Camrys were sold
than Ford Taurus. In fact there were 69,742
more Taurus sold during the 1992 model
year than Camrys (USA Today Oct 6, 1992).
Also "Motor Trend" magazine said the 1002
Taurus trounced the Camry and Accord.
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are? Where do you come from? Where doe
oila: water! Preuy impl tuff here. Th
thought come from? Where does the oul only thing I can't fi ure out here i at what
come from? Why are we cursed out of all exact point doe th molecule acquir th
things to think, to rationalize, to be con- property of wetne?
hen y
"a
scious? Do you thin or rationalize? Are you shower, you're wet when you get out, aren't
conscious? Do you exist? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , you? Butth material that
Oxygen's outer shell
m e up ater aren't et
lacks two electrons. Well,
on their 0 n, ar th y?
how do you like that? Two
What i thi synergy tba
hydrogens pop up and
gi e w. erthepropenyof
shack up for a time. Toits self?
gether,they use each other,
When w th I t time
batter each other, suffer
you bathed in your soul?
with each other. Bonds
Have you tried to clean
your elf lately?
eli
continually unite u , for
better or worse. And when
does the If com from,
these atoms combine, they
anyway? What of your
give use a molecule of H2O.
soul; whyi ita pro rtyo

Letters To The Ed· o

/ Our reader re pond

Second, where did Jason Singleton get
his facts about the Cadillac Seville StS?
Cadillac copies the European sty Ie ofluxury
cars? Tell me what European luxury car
looks like a Cadillac? The Japanese plan in
making luxury cars is "copy and perfect"
This is why all the new Infmitys look like
Jaguars, and the Lexus sedans look like
Mercedes (Motor Trend).
Third, Jason says that the Dodge Viper
is one year late in production and is not in
showrooms yet The Dodge Viper has been
in showrooms for over three months. As for
" Automobile" magazine' poor test rating ,
the Viper that was tested wa only a prototype and not the one that is actually in
showrooms now!
Fourth, as for "Con umer Guide" recommending that you chec out the Japane
competition over a Jeep Chero "ee. Let me
remind you thatthi isacompletelydifferent
vehicle than theJeepGrand Cherokee. 1llere
isnoJapanesesport-utility that can match it
Fifth, as farastruc areconcemed,you
still have given no facts that Japan can make
a good truck. Jason even has the gall to say
that some Japanese trucks beat American

992

Emma ear e

Monk's Corner / Ahaseuru ,the andering
,
"Wet oul

Have you ever considered your soul?
Do you have one - or a spirit maybe?
Hopefully you have a conscience; I'm sure
you have a mind. But where are they? If you
don't know where they are, how can you
expect to use them? Are they in your head,
your ear, your armpit, your elbow, your
heart? Can you find your conscience? Do
you ever use it? If not, what use are you?
I'm sure we all remember the molecular composition of water: two atoms of
hydrogen and one of oxygen. Each hydrogen atom has only one atom in its outer
shell; one more would fiII the shell and
make the atom more stable. (Everything and
everybody are always looking for peace and
comfort.) Unfortunately, the hydrogen atom
can't exactly grab a wandering electron.
This is where the oxygen atom comes in
handy.
What is your soul? Why don't you
know? Don't you ever wonder what you

r 27

full-size pickups. The Japanese don't e en
make a full-size pic up. What Japanese
truc are you talking about? Americamak
the best truc period.
Sixth in only i frrst year as a car
company, Saturn placed third on the J.D.
Power and Associate cu tomer urvey of
cars. That i the highe t ratin ever for a
company in its first year. Saturn recalled i
vehicles before the con umer ever ot them
just to make sure they were right. Saturn
even destroyed 2600 of its own vehicle
becau of a mi take durin as em Jy.
Seventh, as for the
t handling rno 1
reliable, best made ports car it i no I n er
th A ura S . Th
SX wa a novel y.
That i why A UTa ju t ann unced that it I
cutting SX produ tion in hal £ r 1993
while the Ir t year'
rth 0
already ld with a alon Ii t.
In conclu ion,! y. if you w ntto find
a good car, hop around and you III
thatifyoudoyourh me or ,y u iIIfind
a good quality American car aitin out
there for you.
incere1y
th S n tein

juice to 2 parts veg tab 0
combin 1 Tsp. lemon jui
mineral oil.
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Homophobia: incidents & insights-l
I recently read an editorial in "The Nation" (July 13, 1992) which concerned itself
with recent attacks on the gay and lesbian
population within our society. Aptly titled
"Get Used to It," the editorial echoes my
own thoughts, especially the question: When
the hell will people accept others for who
they are, regardless of sexual preference?
Patrick Buchannan, presidential notso-hopeful, doesn't seem willing to take
such a measure. While consistently receiving 20-40% of the votes in primaries over
the summer months, he has been saying bad
things about "Tongues United," a film about
black gay men.
New Yode City officials are also hostile
toward measures to accept gays and lesbians
as part of the community; this year they
banned an Irish gay and lesbian group from
participating in the St. Patrick's Day parade.
Coming as no surprise, a chapter of the Boy

Scouts was threatened by its national office
with a revoked charter if the group allowed
gay scouts and gay scout leaders into its
membership.
Infuriating, however, was when the
president of NOW was attacked after publicly announcing she had a female lover.
Ross Perot, almost predictably, hopped
onto the queer-bashing bandwagon when he
announced that he would bar homosexuals
from his cabinet and attempt to do so in the
armed forces.
Furthermore, in a display of his own
ignorance, Senator Bob Dole ranted and
raved on the Senate floor, slamming the gay/
lesbian show "In the Life" two weeks before
it was even aired on PBS. Although he had
not even seen one episode of the show, Dole
proclaimed in his immite wisdom, "Is this
the kind of programming taxpayers and
public TV contributors have in mind? I do

David M. Schulz, Staff Writer

not think so."
All of this is so typical of the
homophobia that we have learned to abhor.
And this is what scares me: these kinds of
incidents are becoming more typical, more
ordinary, despite the increasing acknowledgment and acceptance of homosexuality
in progressive quarters.
On the personal side of this politicized
issue is the fact that all of us, progressive or
no, have to come to terms with our own
sexuality. I am fIrm in the belief that everyone has a homo-erotic nature, whether or not
we acknowledge it Having been raised in a
homophobic environment, I can deeply understand the urge to suppress homo-erotic
thoughts, or else be labeled as one of "them."
I am heterosexual by defmition, however,
by acknowledging the homo-eroticism
within my own make-up, I have been able
(however slowly) to accept gays and lesbi-

ans as people, not just as clinical textbook
cases, as many spoon-fed "liberals" seem
obliged to do.
Far from believing people are "born
that way," I hold we are in part taught by
society to accept certain sexual roles. Yet
what one's sexual preference will be as an
adult is purely a matter of volition. Hence,
because of my soc~on and the fact that
I choose to be most attracted to the female
physique, I would not be happy as a gay or
a bi-sexual.
Some of you will no doubt be taken
aback by my honesty here. However, it is
exactly this kind of honesty and self-searching that has eluded homophobes everywhere.
Meanwhile Bob Dole and Ross Perot
might very well be having nightmares about
being sodomized, never having had any
thorough acceptance of self and of samesex. Sweet dreams, guys...

We can make a difference / Stacey Mizzell, Staff Writer
Did you know that your only responsibility as a citizen of the United Stated is to
vote? We are fortunate enough to live in a
country where there is a free government
and where we, the public, have the power to
choose our state and county representatives.
Our government would not be able to function without i~ citizens. Every decision,
proposal, and action that our state representatives, government, and president make

affects us. Without us, our government
would fall apart.
Our country's voter participation is
continuing to decline. It is a fact that less
than half of the population of our country
turned out to vote in the last presidential and
house elections. This only ptttains to the
registered voter of the United States, not
the population as a whole.
As we are approaching the 21 st Cen-

tury it appears as though our state and
country's government could become a disaster if we just sit back and refuse to get
involved. Our rights as citizens should not
be taken for granted.
Most people feel as though one person
would not be able to make much of a difference, but this is not true. Government is a
vital part of our lives and it effects each of us
everyday. We can make a difference. It

only takes approximately fifteen minutes to
register in the state of South Carolina. A
voter registration card is available at numerous locations, every post office, county
court houses, and even here in the library on
campus. Let us all keep in mind that we
were given the right to vote. If neglected and
abused, someday we might not have this
right.
Get involved!

The naked truth / Michael Wallick, Staff Writer
I don't know about you folks out there
in Chanticleer Land, but I was always taught
that sex was a beautiful gift that two people
who love each other share. Now, let me ask
you this. What does sex have to do with
nudity, except that most people who have
sex are nude? Nothing. I recently watched a
talk show on which a nudist family, a family
who fmds nothing wrong with walking
around nude in front of their children, was
confronted by a puritanical mother and her
fourteen-year old daughter. Every time the
latter of the two families referred to nudity
they made avid, unreasonable references to
pornography, group sex, and group showers.
They also made repeated references to privacy, and suggested that nudists did not
have it. The nudist family said they were
like other families except that they found no
shame in the exposition of their bodies. The
Puritans were unreasonable, full of misconceptions about nudity, and when confronted
with the truth, insisted that their position
was right.
Argument: nudity is unnatural and dirty.
If so, why did God, gods, nature choose for
us to be born nude? Nudity is natural. There
are dozens of cultures in the world, nonChristian, who live everyday life in the
nude. In fact, there was a time when even
Adam and Eve were nude. The non-Chris-

tian cultures, like the primitive Amazon
Indians, Indonesian Indians, and South Sea
Island Indians, do not have rape and incest
problems like we do. (The same is true in
nudist colonies.) Fundamentalists would
have us believe that the reason for nudity,
pornography, and even sex is satanism, or
some such horse-hockey. If so, why does a
non-Christian society (and fundamentalists
consider anything non-Christian Satanic)
have no rape or incest until Christian missionaries bring them the word ofGod. Nudity
is not associated with sex by people who
consider nudity natural. Nudity is only considered evil by those who look upon sex as
something dirty and secretive.
I live by myself, and I love to be nude.
I eat nude, I sleep nude, I watch TV nude, I
do my homewode nude, I cook nude (somewhat dangerous), and I used to fence nude.
When someone comes over I throw on my
robe and answer the door. If a man comes
over I will probably just wrap myself in a
towel. If a woman comes over I cloth myself
appropriately. Those who have read my
column are familiar with my sexual status
(celibacy) and since I spend so much time
exposed I would have to say that I am a
living example that nudity does not cause
deviant sexual behavior.
I feel that if everyone were comfortable

with nudity, nudity would be no big deal. If
people were comfortable with sex, they
would not try to fmd so many ways to
express their repressed sexual attitudes, and
sex would be no big deal. If sex was not such
a taboo there would be no profit in pornography, and there would not be so much
desire to have lots of sex to prove one's
manliness. Women would also be given
liberation from patriarchal values because
no o~ would look at men with large penises, and submissive, nymphomaniacal
women as exciting. If we all went around
nude, people would not look at nudity negatively, they would not associate sex with
nudity, and pornography would be non-

existent. It is only reasonable to assume that
nudity is healthier for society than wearing
clothes.
Ifpeople want to be nude they should be
allowed to be nude. If people want to be
clothed then they should be clothed. I can
guarantee that it would not be long before
clothes were looked upon as deviant, and
nudity as normal With people who practice
nudity there are no ugly bodies. Nudity is
natural. Nudity did not become wrong until
sin came into the world, and with sin came
shame. People who live nude are not ashamed
of their bodies, so they must not have any sin
in them. Get rid of clothes, get rid of sin;
sounds good to me.

First Annual
AIDS CHARITY BASKETBALL

TOURNAMENT
Sponsored by Sigma Nu Fraternity

November 20-21, 1992
Friday - Coastal Carolina small gym - 6-10 p.m.
Saturday - Coastal Carolina main gym - 6-9 p.m.
Entry donation - $100 minimum
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Dr. Collin se
By RICHARD COUIN
Guest Writer

The old joke about Queen's University
alleged that if you were a Catholic, you
could only gain admission to the place by
leaving your body to the medical school.
For the better part of a century. it was mostly
true; Queen's was founded during Queen
Victoria's reign to give Northern Ireland's
Protestants somewhere to study and it wasn't
until the 1960s that Roman Catholics began
to come here in substantial numbers. Today
the dreaded "Papists" actually enjoy a slight
numerical advantage, although Protestants
still run the place.
The student body is relatively homogenous by American standards, mostly
between 18-23, with roughly similar levels
of ability and previous academic preparation.
Most students are full-timers, since no one
would have time for a part-time job, even if
one could be found. UK citizens have to
compete for a limited number of university
educations which are free for about 7% of
the population and denied to everyone else.

"Their reaction to
Sheena's murder
is likely to be
harshly tribal. "
These students are also well-prepared
by American standards, having already done
their core curriculum studies during a two or
three year pre-university experience called
a sixth form college. Strangely enough,
Northern Ireland students begin university
with the best marks in the United Kingdom.
It may be that students here see education as
their ticket out of Northern Ireland, or perhaps Ulster's conservative life-style (more
church, fewer parties, less frequent violations of the sixth commandment) is more
conducive to study.
Once admitted to Queen's, students
"read" (or major in) only one subject University lasts three years and every semester
students typically take three "modules"
(which everybody calls "courses") in strict
sequence.
I've been most closely involved with a
course called "The Politics of Deeply Divided Societies." in which I am schedul d to
do some lecturing. Twice a week. students
meet for formal lectures. There are about
two hundred students in a huge hall. furiously scribbling down everything the
lecturer says. 0 questions are allowed in
lectures. Once a week, however, students
have a "tutorial" or "class," which is much
more like a Coastal class.
There are no mid-terms and teachers
here regard the multiple-choice quiz as a

e

quaint American barbarism. FinaJ matts
are based on two 2,000 word essays on
assigned topics, three classroom presentations, and one three-hour essay-style final
examination. Finals (which count for 80%
of the mark) are graded by a committee of
professors, some of whom come from other
British universities; this procedure keeps
standards very high. A few lucky graduates
go forth with a ''First Class Honours Degree," and others with an "Upper Second" or
"Lower Second."
ot so industrious students get a barely respectable 'Third Degree"
(equal to a C average) or a "Pass Degree"
whjch is more a certificate of attendance
than anything else.
It has been interesting getting to know
my faculty colleagues here in the Politics
Department, and I've been going to lots of
their lettures. Traditionally. their careers
have been based almost solely upon research
and scholarly publications, which has meant
that while all of them are academically brilliant. a few are horrible classroom
performers. Many of them write out their
lectures in long-hand and then read them out
haltingly, word for word, a practice that
would lead to faculty lynchings at Coastal.
I suspect that the ten best lecturers at
Coastal would be among the twenty best
lecturers at Queen~s, which has twice as
many teachers. The ten worst lecturers at
Queen's would have been fired at Coastal,
academic brilliance notwithstanding.
A few ago, Queen' s instituted a student
assessment form sjrnilar to the one we use at
Coastal. Most teachers here resent the idea.
although they recognize that student evaluations will now seriously affect their career
prospects.
Educationally. this is a seHer's market.
Students are expected to get the bul of the
course content from the reading, which i
massive by Coastal standards. Each course
involves at least five "set" textbooks and
stacks of articles, lecturers aren't there to
explain the reading. but to give you the
benefit of their own particular insight and
research.
or is there any need to attract
students with exciting lectures; Queen' s has
precisely the number of enrollments that the
British govemmenthas decided it can handle,
about 8,000, and the administration here
cannot increase its revenue by packing in
more students.
The area surrounding the University is
so calm and beautiful that you can almost
forget the civil war going on only a few
miles away. Few of these students are going
to wind up as members of the Irish Republican Army or one of the Protestant
paramilitaries. Univers;ty training will take
them into the law, medicine. or teaching;
many of them are already middle c1as ,but
if they live in some rough sectarian ghetto.
a degree from Queen's is their ticket out
But the University is no ivory tower,
and the raw violence of the outside world
keeps intruding. Last Friday nigh~ a law
student named Sheena Campbell went out

for a drink with some friends. At 29. Sheena
was an unmarried mother who had run unsuccessfully for Parliament as a Sinn Fein
candidate. Advocating the forcible incorporation of orthern Ireland into th Irish
Republic. Sinn Fein is usually regarded as
the legal face of the outlawed Irish Republican Army.
Sheena went to the bar in the YOf:
Hotel, just down the Botanic A venue in the
heart of the University district Aboutseven
in the evening, a man covering hi feature
with a handkerchief came in drew a large
caliber revolver, and shot Sheena four time
in the chest. She died instalttly and the
murderer escaped into the night. Th Ulster
Volunteer Force. a Protestant paramilitary,
later took credit for the ·Iling.

. Myrtle Beacb
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Horry County Oral History Project sponsors program
By KRISTIN OLSEN
Advertising Manager

Saturday, November 7, at 5 p.m. on
Conway ETV, there will be a program aired
on the History of Horry County which is
sponsored by the Horry County Oral History Project This fIrst program, "Wood &
Water," will include an assemblage of senior citizens who will reflect upon the relationships between forests, rivers, and
swamps during the last 75 years of the
county. Another program which will be
broadcast in serial form during December
on WBTV -TV 13, and Cox Cable's "Southern Style" in January, will focus on "Horry
Stories."
Dr. Randall Wells was inspired to begin
the videotaping of these colorful stories
after writing his book "Along the
Waccamaw." He approached Charles Joyner
of the Waccamaw Center for Historical and
Cultural Research for the original backing
of L~e project. To help gather information
and contact interviewees, Dr. Wells asked
Catherine Lewis who was the head Librarian for the county and now teaches courses
in the Continuing Education Department
Other members of the crew include: Press

Courtney, in charge of background footage
and cover shots; David Parker, the technical
director; and Bill Edmonds, who shot the
still pictures.
Dr. Wells explained that the series was
produced to show citizens, students, and
teachers the importance of preserving historical data not only in writing, but through
showing the" ... personality and non verbal
behavior of the tellers" by videotaping their
stories. It approaches the art of preserving
history via a "different dimension" of
communication. The audience not only gets
a powerful sense of the individuals, "but
also a feeling of the people in their own
environment and homes."
The production of the TV series was
sponsored by the South Carolina Humanities Council, a branch of the National Endowment for the Humanities. This $7,000
grant was matched by Coastal. The process
of collecting the oral history is funded by
Coastal, the Waccamaw Center for Historical and Cultural Research (Charles Joyner), Andrew Stanley of Wampee, a farmer, will share his stories of the history of
and Mr. Eldred Prince of Loris. There is Horry County.
also a third program. "No Match for Our
Dad," which is availablewith the other two
shows in libraries across the county.

CORE survey shows correlation
between
grades and drug use
.
On our campus, among the students who took the CORE drug survey, there were
statistically significant differences between people who did well academically and those
who didn't in terms of their chemical use.
A-B students use much less often and in smaller quantities than C-F students. A-B
students use drugs other than pot much less often and have been in trouble with the police
or other authorities much less frequently in the past year than students who make Cs, Ds,
andFs.
A and B students drink less alcohol at a sitting and are less likely to drive while under
the influence.
Cause or effect? I don't know, but maybe each of us needs to look at what's true for our
individual circumstances. It's difficult to be drunk, stoned, or hung over and do our best.

Th e Story 0 f Adele H.
. On November I, 'The Story of Adele
H." brings a hauntingly true tale of obsession
to Wheelwright Auditorium. Acclaimed
French actress Isabelle Adjani portrays
Adele, the daughter of French author Victor
Hugo. When her fIance breaks their engagement, she refuses to listen. She becomes
consumed with spying on him and writing
furiously for hours on end. When he is
transferred she follows him to Barbados.
Without money or friends, estranged from
her famil y, she ends up living on the streets
wrapped up in a world inside her head.

Director Francois Truffaut became interested in the project when Adele's diaries
were discovered and published in the 1950's.
Hugo's estate would only let the film project
proceed if it was agreed that the writer
would not be physically portrayed on the
screen. It is a definite tour-de-force by
Adjani who earned a Best Actress nomination for her role. The flim will be shown at
3 p.m. in the Wheelwright Auditorium,
tickets are $2 for students with a Coastal J.D.
and $3 for others.

........................

TEAM TRNIA
Tuesday Night
TARTINGAT8PM

MEET FRIENDS
HAVE FUN
EAT GOOD FOOD

HELP WANTED:
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE!
Individuals and student organizations wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.
Call Inter-Campus Progra~
1-800-327-6013.
.

Resume/SF-171
Preparation-Review
Typing, employment consultations,
resume writing, interviewing, and job
search seminars.

Management and
Employment Consultants

M
E
C

Phone: 238-4289
Fax: 828-0627

OVER 1,200 SONGS

FREE URCRllON !!
GIVEN AWAY EACH SATURDAY NIGHT
All you have to do is SING to ualify.
KARAOKE SHOW PROVIDFDBY KMAQKE SClItDS LTD.

NO COVER

2701 27th Ave. North
Next to Myrtle Square Mall

CALL

..................

448-7576

MYRTLE BEACH
RESERVATIO CENTER

A&L Towing Service
Local & Long Distance
7 Day / 24 Hour Service
"Let Us Hook You Up"
(803) 365-8623

Winter Rental: Three private
bedrooms to share, large kitchen
and living room, lovely. $275-$300
includes utilities. Call 651-3901
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Tuition increase from page 1
without even more serious impacts on our
institution. During the past several weeks
we have worked diligently to fmd ways to
further reduce our operating expenses while
maintaining the academic integrity of
Coastal.
There are no more places to cut, and
regrettably, our only alternative is to ask the
"Board of Trustees for a mid-year tuition
increase of $50 for South Carolina residents
and $125 for out-of-state residents.
Increasing tuition was a difficult decision. Now, every member of our Coastal
family is being asked to sacrifice in order to
preserve our academic quality. I know this
is particularly burdensome for students, and
had there been another viable alternative,
we would have taken it Even with the
increase in tuition, which will generate approximately $190,000, we must still reduce
annual expenditmes by another $25,000.
This will be accomplished by intentional
delays in filling vacant staff positions. Al-

though this action will reduce or eliminate
services and hamper day-to-day operations
in several highly critical support areas such
as maintenance, student affairs, and fiscal
affairs, the academic side will remain intact
I must emphasize that our current budget problems are not related to the independence issue. The problem with funding
is state-wide, and we would be in the same
predicament regardless of our status.
Coastal's state appropriations is a separate
line item in the state budget, as with all other
public colleges and universities in South
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Carolina.
Along with the bad news, there are
several positive notes. Many other South
Carolina institutions are requesting midyear tuition increases, and those who are not
have implemented larger tuition increases
for the fan.. Even with the $50 increase,
Coastal's tuition is the third lowest in the
state among all four-year institutions.

Coastal events succes
By KRISTEN GRACE
Staff Writer

Mocktail party, Karaoke ight successfu
Tuesday, October 20, Campus Programming Board had their Mocktail Party and
Karaoke Night in the Overflow area of the Student Center. Students gathered at tables with
snacks, while waiters and wailI'esses took their drink orders. The bartenders had their
blenders mixing the recipes of mocktails. non-alcoholic drinks which can be found at
Spinnaker's restaurants.
After having a few mocktails and snacks, the singing began. Students could sing
anything from Madonna's ''Like A Virgin" to the most popular Christmas hit "Jingle Bells. "
Students were able to test their singing abilities in two categories: funny and serious.
A good time was had by all. Make a point to attend the next Karaoke Night

Hennigan & Cray take first at Talent ight
Talent Night, presented by Campus Programming Board, was a great success.
Approximately 150 people crammed into the "Little Theater" Thursday night, October 15
to watch Coastal's students share their talents. Comedian Jaz Kaner from Los Angeles
introduced each act while continually picking on Regis "the sound man." Of the acts, the
three winners were Christopher Hennigan, Christie Cray~ and Yasemin Saib.
Christopher Hennigan and Christie Cray took flfSt place, singing and acting a romantic
duet a cappella. Hennigan also took second place with his a cappella rendition of Boyz
Men's "Hard to Say Good-bye." Yasemin Saib, the third place winner, perfonneda Middle
Eastern belly dance wearing a purple sequined outfit with a white veil flowing from each
hand.
After getting a late start, the perfonnance took well over two hours. However, the
audience participated by singing, dancing, and clapping to many of the acts.
Con tulations to the three winners and eve one who perfonned in Talent i ht

We are now offering custom-fit lea e
you name the term .
Apartments are fully furnished including: built-in
furniture, desk, dishwashe~ washer & dryer, and a I
appliances.

SHARE A BEDROO & B TH
$168PER 0 TH
-ORHAVE YOUR OW BEDROO A D B TH
269PERMO TH

n

CROSSROADS AP

f>--J'S Consignment hoppe
Taking Formal Rental and
Fall Consignments
Open Monday thru Friday 11 a.m. to
5 p.m.
347-0984
Located 2 In. miles East of Coastal Carolina on Highway 544

Highway 544 one half mile est of Coastal'
Telephone: 347-3393
Office open Monday through Frida ,9

0
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Inter-collegiate fishing tournament planned
By MICHAEL WALLICK
Staff Writer
There will bean inter-collegiate fishing
tournament on October 30, 1992. Coastal
has held a fishing tournament for the past 19
years. Teams in attendance have included
Yale, West Ontario, Clemson, Pembroke
State, and UNC-Wilmington. Once, there
was even a Japanese team, whose sponsor
complained that we did not make a big
enough to-do about their participation. Don
MilIus, however, said the students were delightful.
The tournament used to be a three day
event, but this year it will last only one day.
Millus, the founder of the Coastal Fishing
Club and organizer of the tournament this
year, said it was just too much work to
continue organizing the three day tournament This year the competing teams will be
Coastal, Francis Marion, and possibly
Clemson.
The founder of the tournament, Don
Millus (affectionately known as Dr. Mullet), has written several books on the subject
of fishing, and is touted by Nelson Bryant, a
writer for the New York Times, as having an
enthusiasm and curiosity rare among other
fishennan. Bryant also felt that fishing with
Millus was a welcome break from the same
old grind. .

Millus has been a fishing enthusiast
since he caught his flI'St fish at Prospect Parle
in New York. His inspiration for starting the
Coastal fishing team was the existence of an
inter-collegiate fishing tournament in Nova
Scotia He wanted Coastal to be invited to
this tournament, and thought that the best
way to be invited was to start his own
tournament and invite other teams to South
Carolina.
Skip Opalko, who runs a charter fishing
boat out of Murrells Inlet, was a member of
the first Coastal fishing team, and a member
of the team that went to Nova Scotia in 1975.
TIle tournament collapsed soon after, and
"Coastal was left with the only sport fishing
tournament in the universe," said Millus.
The wife of the poet James Dickey, Debbie
Dickey, was also involved in the Coastal
tournament one year. Dr. Millus, in all
humility said that, "Francis Marion wins,
UNC-Wilmington wins, Coastal never
wins." Debbie Dickey, however, did win
some trophies the year she fished at Coastal.
Two years ago, the team hooked a sail fish,
and one year ,the team hooked, tagged, and
released 45 king mackerels. MilIus also said
that Coastal has won a permanent trophy,
but that in transition from the library to his
office the trophy was lost. Is this one of
Millus ' s fish stories about the one that got
away?

.

PartiCipants in a past tournament haul in a king mackerel. During the
toumament.45 kings were tagged and released. (Staff Photo)
.

"One-Eyed Jack" plans debut in Myrtle Beach
By JASON BLANEY
staff Writer

Coastal is not exactly a breeding ground
for underground bands ... or mainstream
bands ... or polka bands ... or marching
bands ... or bands period. This is mainly due
to size. Coastal is simply not as populous as
say, the University of Georgia at Athens, the
regional mecca of college bands. Bands are
just not multiplying like rabbits (or "palmetto bugs") allover campus. Bands
consisting entirely of Coastal students are
indeed a rare breed. However, Coastal
bands do exist. Coastal is the home of a
group which is not your average run of the
mill college band. These guys are serious.
These guys are: Mike Lerner, drummer
extraordinaire; the "amiable" guitarist Kris
Casamento; croon master Tradd Cotter; and
the mysterious bassistPoon Tung. Together
they form "One-Eyed Jack."
The sign proclaims "I'm in the MOB~ECOMMAND POST ,"which was once
a garage but is now a pretty impressive
recording studio. The band has not always
been so serious. Mike describes the band's
bUth as slightly accidental, "We (Kris and
Mike) started playing as a hobby than we
realized, hey, we write some decent songs. "
Ironically enough, Kris and Mike, both New
Jersey natives, met at summer orientation in
1991. They view the meeting as "a destiny
kind of thing." The pair quickly saturated
the campus with fliers in hopes of finding a
singer. Tradd Cotter answered, and must

have made quite an impression. ''They
thought I just got out of a straight jacket!"
The only remaining obstacle was fmding a
full time bassist. Poon Tung was recommended by a mutual friend. The "chemistry"
was there, and the lineup was completed.
The band subscribes to the old philosophy that the family that preys together stays
together. Mike explains, "We jam together,
we go to school together, and we live together. It's weird that we never get sick of
each other." Living in the same house is
perhaps the key to the bands productivity.
The band currently has about flfty songs put
together. Tradd elaborates, ''When you get
an idea-you just come down here (the studio
A.K.A the MOBILE COMMAND POST)
and hop on." The band is extremely spontaneous, sometimes penning new songs in the
midst of rehearsing others.
So what does the music sound like?
What neat little category would we like to
put it in? What is their style? Mike answers
these questions best "It's our own style.
We intentionally try to sound like nobody."
But if the music must be categorized, it
could be called a fusion of several genre's of
rock with no one single genre dominating.
"One-Eyed Jack" incorporates elements of
thrash, metal, funk, and punk and fuses them
into a totally original sound. Mike sums it
up, "'We have four different people in this
band and they all have different influences."
The songs on the bands ten song tape
"Sweet as you Please" touch on a variety of

subjects. The band covers the L.A. riots on
"He'll be our Savior."
Politicians,
everyone's favorite people, are blasted on
the intense, punkish, "Stick in the Mud."
The perrenial rock topic, boy meets girl
(with a few surprises) is examined in the not
so serious ''Phallic Behavior." The tape has
a little bit of everything, but hey you don't
have to take my word for it The band is
giving out two-hundred free tapes. Judge
for yourself.
The band is currently in the process of
ironing out the details for their frrst show.
They should be debuting at Club Zero sometime in November. The band does not plan
to just get on stage and do their songs. They

plan to entertain in every sense of the word.
They plan on bringing this great big ... well
no, th~t's a swprise. And then they are
going to start ... no that would ruin it The
best course of action would be to check them
out for yourself. The band would like
"Everybody to come out and see the show,
and give us a chance."
If you would like "One-Eyed Jack" to
playa party, send you a copy of their tape, or
if you just want to ask Tradd out, the band
can be reached at 347-1970. "One-Eyed ·
Jack" would like to thank Dr. Ed. Dyer, Pat
Lightle, Gail Ice, TimaMiller, Drew Brophy,
Silent Scream, Dawn McKymic and Steve
Plaisted for their help and support.

Open
Daily 9:30- 7:00

THE
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HOP

Instruments
Accessories
Sounds and Lights
Recording Studio
Lessons

404 7th Avenue North
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
(803) 626· 3415
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By ERIC ROGERS
Distributions Manager

On Tuesday night, the orth Carolina
Shakespeare Festival brought their production of "The Two Gentlemen of Verona" to
Wheelwright. Based in the 1920s, the play
was an effective fusion of the original text,
perfonned amid the backdrop of a slightly
. less archaic Verona. Shakespeare's plays
can be confusing when perfonned in period,
because of the language and mannerisms.
This production managed to combine the
original verse, with a few minor 'cosmetic'
revisions, in a setting that was more familiar
to the theater-goer. The result was a play
that allowed the familiarity of the character
interaction to bridge any difficulty with the
dialogue. This, judging by the audience's
response, was a highly successful production
method. Another plus to performing in a
more modem setting is that it allows for the
attenuation of the play with recognizable
background activity. Although it did nothing to enhance the understanding of the
perfonnance, it did increase the familiarity
of the audience to the play.
The performance was also successful in
conveying some of the more subtle messages
to the stage. The chief example of this was
the relation between Launce and his faithful
companion, Crab the dog. As the play

progressed, the audience was constantly
confronted with Launce's animalisticqualities. The production carried thi to the
extent of altering the actor's appearance,
using the flaps of his hat as elongate ear to
make him appear more bestial. Theque tion
that arises is which of the two is truly more
animal, Launce or Crab? Launce leads a
dogs life, blindly (albeit not alway happily
or intelligently) following his master and
living from moment to moment There is,
however, a simple happiness to this existence. The production demonstrates dUs,
and Launce receives neither reward nor
puni~hment Launce can be seen as a foil to
the other, more human, characters as well as
to ProteUs. Proteus cannot be content in
either a man or a dog's life because each,
despite their limitations or aspirations. must
be loyal in their own way. He is seen as
somewhat less than man or beast, and the
performance shows his punishment for this
deficiency."
The play itself was delightful and the
production a joy to watch. The cast of "The
two Gentlemen of Verona" was outstanding
in both their acting and, in some instances,
singing ability. The aria perfonned by Sir
Eglamour and the ballad sung at Silvia's
window were superb and enhanced the
overall impact of the play. The production

Movie review: Selll ey
Mark's history of cheese
By SCULLEY MULDUNE • MARK SIKES
Staff Writers

Welcome once again to Sculley &
Mark' s History of Cheese, a deep and probing look into the wonderful world of movies
on the big screen. Yeah right, and if you
believe that I've got some ocean front property to sell you in Conway. Most critics
spend so much time telling you about the
movie that by the time they're done, they've
said too much about the film. In conclusion:
they spoil the movie for everyone. Well we
are different. We give you a quick run down
of a movie, tell you if it's groovy or if it's a
complete dud. We do this in order to help
you make a choice when deciding on a
movie to see. Not because we're better
judges of movies, but more because we are
average guys, the men in the street type of
guys. Well enough of that, on with the show.

HERO
Hero is one of those movies that com~
along once and a while and just makes you
chuckle to yourself. The story itself isn't
one of those movies that will win mam
awards or critical acclaim, but it is one tl
will make you feel good seeing. This movie
was so good that I became ... no, wait, I said
that last week-this is a really good movie
starring Dustin Hoffman, Geena Davis, and
Andy Garcia.
This movie has a number of funny points
to make throughout the film: (1) How far

will reporters go to get a story and how
sincere are they when they give you a "deep
and moving" story; (2) in every person there
is a hero. we just have to let him/her out once
in a while, (3) and fmally ... OH HECK, 111
let you go see the movie yourself. We give
this movie a high rating and recommend
seeing it in the near future

U DERSEIGE
It was an action adventure movie starring Steven Segal wh\l is a border line
psychotic avy Seal put on the USS Missouri as a cook. The USS Missouri has just
been recommissioned for battle status up to
and including Tomahawk nuclear weapons.
During the captain's birthday party, the
ship is overtaken by terrorists. The rest of
the movie is filled with "edge of your seat"
adventure. Segal uses his talents as a fonner
avy Seal to rescue the crew and save the
ship and the world.
Even though the story line is predictable and it is easy to follow the events as they
happen, we totally enjoyed the special effects
d the plot that was laid down by the
director.
If you have a love for action, adventure,
and special effects, this movie is definitely
for you.
The movie is playing al the Waccamaw
Pottery Cinemas located on Highway SOl.

utilized the talents of its highly gifted ca 1
and they in tum, deli ered excellent fformances. The taging effects, 1· e i
were well done. Without being 0 erly
complicated the stage was effecti
and
versatile leading moothly from n
to the next. It also allowed ~ f enou h
n
red
versatility 0 that the audience
with the same bac drop. even if th only
difference was an awning or e presso machine. The production as lengthy, but
Shakespeare tends to be better served if
perfonned as largely uncut as po ibl.
Overall,the orthCarolinaShakespeare
Festival's production was an entertaining,
and sometimes thought provo ing performance. The humor and wisdom of
Shakespeare's "The Two Gentlemen of
Verona" transcends time and place. The
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L eta
Speed
Laun
Antonio
Panthino
Duke of Milan
Sil ia
Thurio
Eglamour
Ursula
aiter/Outla

•

By BARB RA AHRE S
Staff Writer

Atmosphere: ••••
Cleanliness: •••••
Service:·····
Cose •••••
MaIk and I went to Fal Sac Cafe
located in Conway next to Hardee' on 16th
Ave. I <X'dered a "chicken salad on Texantoast" and we sampled their buffalo in
and mushroom appetizers. The food arrived
quickly. the service was friendly, and my
lunch was great! We were also brought
sodas so frequently (free refllls) that we

By MARK SIKES
Staff Writer

Aunosphere: •••••
Service: •••••
Food Quality: •••••
Cose •••••
Cleanliness: •••• •
Fat Backs is a casual, relaxing-type of
place. It is locally owned and operated. The
owners have created several original items
including: The Sloppy Jay (not the Sloppy
Joe) with 1/3 pound of fresh beef. sauteed
mushrooms and onion , bacon, American
cheese, and Jalapeno peppers all served on
Texas Toast The rest of the menu has
several item ranging from burgers to salads. Some of the appetizers include: Buffalo
wings that come in mild, hot, suicide, and

"A

Spring J2Lrts !Festiva{ Commi ee
rzfte ne~t muting wi£[ taf(s, pface rrFturstfay,
9(pvemDer 12, at 4 p.m. in 9(,.imDe{ 236.
Current memDers pfease attetU!
We coraiaf(y invite otlier stut£ents anafaculty wfw are
in teres tea in joining. Pt£a.se caf[ Jacfc.ie (jmuca at
e~ension 2418 or Steve 9lame{man at e:(tension 2 23.
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College discount, 10% off regular menu price with student I.D.

,----------, 1----------,
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Footlong Sub I

I
Wi~ the p~rchase of a $
J medimn
drink. One
Icou~ per penon.

1 0 ff II
I
,
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l!ith ~pon~pires May ~.199~

I
Buy Two
I
IFoot Long Subs & Get One I

I, FREE

II

~ith ~pon.:..:xpires May~.199~

----------,I

r;uy a Sub & 22 oz Drink,
IGet Another Sub For Only

I

Get • "'auIar foodOlllIUb fOl' only
99 oerD when )'OIl purcbue anochcr
foot1ooa I1lb of cqua1 or peaIICI' val_

I and. 22

I

01&

~iDt

.

99

J
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I
I
I

I

~ith coupon:.!~es MaY.ll,19~

To Socaste

(Myrtle Beach ResortJ
Luxurious Ocean Front Condos

*10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT

347-2096

Featuring:
PIZZA, SUBS, PASTA, NACHOS,
SALAD BAR, BEER, WIN;E,
SPORTS TELECAST,
ELECTRONIC DARTS, PINBALL
and
Furnished 1 & 2 bedroom units from $400/ month
6 pools, (2 indoor), 6 tennis courts,
Jacuzzis, Saunas, etc.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Telephone, Water, Cable, Electricity

RESORT BROKERAGE
SERVICES
Call 238-1559

Free Delivery
(Limited Area)

DAILY PIZZA BUFFET WITH SALAD BAR
·ALL YOU CAN EAT.
Lunch $3.95 Dinner $4.95

r-------T--------r-------,

I MONDAY I TUESDAY I THURSDAY I
I
I
I
I
I - Football special I - All you can eat I - Mexican buffet I
Beer special
I buffet $:.50 I
$4.95
I - $ .50 hot dogs I - Pizza and salad I - Tacos, nachos, I
I
bar
and Mexican I
I - $1.00 pizza
slices __ ~I ________ L _______
pizza
I
I
L----~

l-

l

I

It's a fun place to watch the games on T.V.

.
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CaInpUS Progra
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Campus police encourage increased campus ~afety
think that there is no crime. It can't happen
here. You would not go to a motel and leave
your door open 24 hours a day, because you
would expect to come back to an empty
room. Students in the dorms, however,
leave their rooms unlocked.
Be aware of your surroundings. Report
all suspicious activity. Walk with a friend.
Walk in lighted areas. Be aware of what is
going on around you and in your building.
Don't be afraid to question something.
Also, don't leave valuable possessions
in your vehicle within sight of passersby. It
is better to hide them in your trunk or out of
sight, before you arrive on campus. Put the
top up on convertibles. Lock your vehicle.
Although anyone can be a victim of

By ART WENDELKEN
Campus Police

When it comes to personal safety, the
best offense is a good defense. Anticipating
trouble is the best crime prevention.
This is particularly true for college
students who may be lulled into a false
feeling of security by thinking they are secluded on a college campus.
In actuality, college campuses are targets for crime. Campus crime happens not
just here, but nationally. Coastal has been
very fortunate in that we've had a very low
crime rate.
The primary prevention against crime
in any setting is common sense.
When you are on a campus, you tend to

Employment Opportunities
Special Events
November 4&5, 1992
Professional Etiquette Workshops
Open to all students
Preregister in
Career Placement Office

On Campus Recruitment
November 10, 1992
F.N. Wolf & Company, Inc.
(fmancial sales)
Open sign-up, any major.
At USC in Columbia
November 16, 1992
Internship Interviews
Wlat Disney World
153 Gambrell Hall, 7 p.m.

assault, women are particularly vulnerable
and need to pay extra attention to their
surroundings.
Students are often acquainted with faces
without knowing the person behind that
face. So, on a college campus, students are
much more apt to let people into their personal space than they would off campus.
Students, therefore, need to be aware of
"red flags." Be aware of feeling uncomfortable with someone infringing on your space.
Just because someone looks like a student or
carries a book, doesn't automatically make
them a safe contact
When outdoors, one should walk assertively, with head up, while paying attention to surroundings. It is nota good practice
to walk looking down, to walk with earphones, or listening to a radio.
It is suggested that when students are
walking to their vehicles, they have the door
key in their hand. They should not stand

beside their vehicle with the door open while
putting things inside. They should have a
plan so that when they get to the vehicle,
they are able to immediately put their books
inside as they get into the vehicle and close
the door.
Alcohol probably is the biggest conuibuting factor in student problems, particularly in the area of assault and date rape.
Students need to be more responsible with
alcohol.
Coastal encourages the reporting of
crimes through the college police department Coastal offers on campus confidential counseling for victims of any kind of
sexual assault. The Counseling Services are
located in Room 206 of the Student Center.
Victims are encouraged to use counseling whether they report the assault or not
Family and friends are also urged to obtain
support since the situation can be stressful
for all concerned.

November 11, 1992
Professional Networking Dinner
The Library Restaurant
Admission by ticket only
Contact the Career Placement
Office by November 4, 1992
s

Into the Streets
A national iniatitive designed to introduce students
to community service.

November 14, 1992 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Meet in front of the Student Center at 8:30 a.m.

Free food with participation, transportation provided.
For more infonnation, contact Paula at extension 2337
or Kim at extension 2301.

Question Of The Week
If you were an animal, which one would you be, and why?
"A tiger, because they are larger, more powerful and domineering."
-Jamie Register

"Probably an eagle, or some type of large bird like that, for the
reason that they exhibit a sense of independence, freedom, and serenity."
-Lucas Mullen
"A shark, so I can strike fear into people's hearts."
-Chris Arakas

"I'd be a koala bear because they're soft, huggable, lovable, and
peaceful."
-Laura Cooke
"I'd be a tiger, because they have a lot of freedom ... they are mean.
I'm not really mean. They are cool."
-Traci Howell

"A rabbit. I like rabbits and the way they hop."
-Hester Atkinson

The previous statements are those of the students of Coastal and not of the staff of the Chanticleer. Interviews are by Emma Pearce.
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the world
By SARAH LOUDIN
Editor-in-Chief

Our society, as a whole, needs to learn
to be more specific. Too often we seem to
say almost what we mean ... or sort of what
. we mean ... or what we don't mean at all.
For example, I've noticed some signs
around Conway and Myrtle Beach that I
hope don't mean what they say. On a restaurant in Conway, there is a sign that reads
"24 Hour Breakfast." Good heavens! Do
you know anyone who can eat for 24 hours?
I would certainly get full after 2 or 3. It's
hard to believe that you would get your
money's worth out of a deal like that.
Another sign on a hotel not far from
Coastal offers "Remote TV." Does that
mean that your TV is in the outback of
Australia? If so, how do you know that you

Specificity is going down the toifet.
have a TV? Maybe they give you a picture frrealarms were alway on! 1also a a ign
when you check in. It would
thatsaid, 'Motorcycle must
be kind of like adopting a
bum headligh .' Have you
whale. "Your Zenith, 24
ever read a "Gho !rider
inch, color television set i
comic boo? I hudder to
located in Zimbabwe. We
thin of it
hopeyouenjoyviewingthi
Onamor
riou no
lovely photograph during
have you een the ne
your stay."
"Cabbage Patch 0011' comOn a recent drive I saw
mercial? The doll n
a hotel advertising "noncome complel! ith miniasmoking!ooms." WelJ,for
lure toile that make all
goodness sake I hope so! It L . -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- I kind of intere ling noi
would be exceptionally
When th doll i placed on
hard to sleep in a hotel if the sprinklers and the toilet, the lovel
train of meone

A Boy And Hi Frog /
Hi! My name is Wally. This is the second story about what I did on my ummer
vacation. It all began when I met Fmgy, my mind in frog fonn.
As we were walking along, well, as I walked and he hopped along, I started asking
how he could be my mind in frog fonn. "Well," he farted, "it has to do with Plato's forms."
I told him I had some Play-doh at home and I could get some of Mom's escort forms. "See
that tree," farted he. I asked him which one. "Exactly," he farted loudly and blinked his
marble eyes. "That's the problem. You don't see the forest for the trees. You see the
reflections of trees, you see objects you believe are trees, you see concepts that are the
products of theories of trees, and lastly you see images of a higher tree. But you don't see
the good that this comes from." I told him that was nice, and did he still not have any candy?
He responded by lifting his lag and scratching his tally-wacker.
I asked if he had to dookie again. " 0," farteth he. "But remember that the ideal
cannot. always be held to exist in the heavens in the sky, for the 747's will get there first, but
they are inanimate objects." He paused for a moment, and then began faning again:
"Actually, they are animate because they are flying, and they do have a chance of not getting
wherever heaven is. Rather realize that the forest is within and without, like the trees and

a
their image on film in a camera. Then you can start rati alizin th
Good without and how you can deal with your own frogn
I told him that wa nice but I till wondered if h had to d
"ButlfmditamazingthateverytimeIstin ie,Ial have dinner. h'
With that, a zit on hi bun exploded.

OLL____
Rollerblade
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Top ten reasons""

to buy Michael Bolton
Albums

f October 1992 ,]
Sunday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

Thursday

Friday

Homegrown, RIck's Nads, Rick's Cafe;
Cafe,
Natural
Progress ion,
Hardllne, The

-

Apple Annie's

Saturday

Category 5, RIver

Valence, Apple

City Cafe;

Annie's

Valence,

Appl~

By SCULLEY MULDUNE

Category 5, River

Annie's

CIty Cafe,

Natural
Progression,

Captain Cook and
the Coconuts,

Captain Cook and
the Coconuts,

SandpIper's

Jacob's Run,
WIlmIngton

Jacob's Run,
WIlmington,

Purple Gator,

Sqwearll
Toadstool, The

25

JO

29

28

27

26

Grunge Garden

J1

November 1992
Monday

Sunday

Tuesday

Bottom Line, Apple Hlghty Hlghty
Annie's
Rack o( Spam,

Wednesday

Kinetics, RIck's
Cafe;

KlsslJackyl
ITrixter,

RIck's Cafe;

Widespread
Panic, Cat's Cradle, GreenVIlle Memonal
Chapel HIll

Thursday

Friday

Homegrown, RIck's Nads, RIck's Cafe;
Cafe
Finger with
PlpelBluegreen
Gods, Jacob's Run,

Saturday

Spawn, Grunge

Uncle Wonderful,

Garden;

Apple Annie's ;

Uncle Wonderful,

James Taylor,

Apple Annie's;

Koger Center,
Columbia,

AgnostiC Front
wI Faith
Collapsing,

Wllmington

AudItorium

Hother's Finest,
Mad Monk,
WIlmmgton,

Jacob's Run,
Wilmington

2

1
James Taylor,
Charlotte ColIseum,

Hlghty Hlghty
Rack o( Spam,

Kinetics, RIck's
Cafe

.

9

Majestic Lions,
Jacob's Run,
WIlmmgton

Hullets, Apple

Chapel HIli

10
Kinetics, Rick's

Mighty Hlghty
Rack o( Spam,

Jacob's Run,
Wllmington

11
Cafe,

RIck's Cafe

7

Run, Wilmington

Hullets, Apple

Annie's;

AnnIe's;

Thinking Fellows
Union Local 232,

SafflrelCalamity
Jacob's
Jane,

Jacob's Run,
Wilmington

Run, WilmIngton

12

Homegrown, Rick's Natural
Progression ,
Apple AnnIe's,
Bruce
Springsteen,
Nads, RIck's Cafe

Cafe

6

Homegrown, Rick's Nads, Rick's Cafe;
False Sacrament
James Taylor,
ISchlong
Dean SmIth Center,
ISarabellum,

Cafe,

RIck's Cafe

8

5

4

J

Comedy Improv;
Live without
Annette, Jacob's

1J

14

Perfect Tommy,

Perfect Tommy,

Apple AnnIe's

Apple AnnIe's

Charlotte ColIseum

.... -

15

16

17

.

18

19

20

21

10. You can'wear them as
party hats.
9. Because it really annoys
those damn neighbors
at 3 a.m. .
8. Because he can kick
"Menudo's" butt.
7. Siskel and Ebert say
he's groovy.
6. Why not?! You people
bought "New Kids on
the Block"
albums.
5. Something to throw
while training your dog
to fetch.
4. Because he looks like
the guy from the "The
Committments" who
can sing.
3. To shim up that uneven
table.
2. So he can become
popular, get a girlfriend, and stop crying
all of the time.
1. So he can afford throat
lozenges.

Beastie Boys coming to Raleigh November 10
By RIK EDGAR
Graduate Assistant

If you want to rock hard and take a
break from reality for a while, then a trip to
the Raleigh Civic Center on November 10
may be just what the doctor ordered as coheadliners the Beastie Boys and the Rollins
Band bring their hard core and rap show to
town.
The Beastie Boys, best known for their
party anthem "(You Gotta) Fight for Your
Right (to Party)," were at the forefront of the
rap revolution. They mixed rock guitarS
with rap music and reached a youthful audience that was ready for a new genre of
music.
Their fust release "Licensed to ill" became Columbia's fastest selling debut ever.
The album went multi-platinum and went
on to become one of the top 25 selling
albums of the 1980s,

The band has not had the commercial
success with their two follow-ups. 1989's
"Paul's Boutique" and 1992' s "Check Your
Head," but they have caught the eye of the
critics. "Check Your Head" showed the
bands extreme diversity with 20 very distinct tracks and the effort received a 3 1(2
star rating from Rolling Stone.
This is the Beastie's first tour since they
went out in support of "Licensed to Ill."
In a strong contrast to their counterparts, the Rollins Band led by Henry Rollins,
former lead singer of Black Flag, has almost never left the road.
"We tour allover, all the time," stated
Rollins. "I think that bands that don't like
the road are s*#!. The great bands did it on
the road. Talk to James Brown. The Rollins
Band tours with or without an album."
Rollins on vocals, Andrew Weiss on
bass, Chris Haskett on guitar, Sim Cain on

drums and percussion, and Theo Van Rock playing a gig, he promotes his other pason sound. The band has toured the United sion, spoken word performances. In 1984 he
was invited to speak. at the One World PoStates every year since their inception.
Rollins was influenced in high school etry Festival in Amsterdam. He currently
by heavy metal acts like Van Halen and his does 40 to 60 speaking dates per year.
Unfortunately, The Rollins Band has
idol as a youth was Ted Nugent, but it was
at a Bad Brains concert in a living room not had time to go into the studio and,
during the summer of 1979 that would therefore, have not released a full length
influence Rollins to pursue a hard core mu- album since 1986's "Drive By Shooting,"
though they have contributed to several
sic career.
"HR, the singer, was 3 feet away from compilation albums such as the "Pump Up
me singing. It was scary and incredible. I the Volume" soundtrack.
The band realizes that their real strength
remember thinking to myself: I hope this
guy doesn't jump on me. A few seconds is in their live performances.
"Doesn't matter where you put us on
later, I was on my back. HR had me pinned
to the floor and was screaming in my face. It the bill, or who you put on the bill with us.
was one of the biggest moments of my life." the results are always the same. When we do
Twelve years later, Rollins, 31, has work, you get destroyed. That's just the way
become one of the busiest men in the busi- it is."
"DA Lynch Mob" will open the show.
ness.
During the rare time that his band isn't
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By JASON BREED
Sports Editor
The
volleyball
team, due to graduation,
has five members in their
last season at Coastal.
They are Laura Egan,
Michelle Allison, Anna
Hollis, Johanna Sujko,
and Tammy Brown.
This group, the senior
"Fab Five", makes up a
Key part of the squad.
Each individual shines
!n her own talents and is
a true athlete of Coastal
Carolina.
Three of the five have grown through
the ranks together. Laura Egan, Michelle
Allison, and Anna Hollis all came to Coastal
their freshman year as a part of a ten player
recruiting class. (Beth Miller was also a part
of this group but due to injuries, she redshirted
her sophomore year and has one more year
of eligibility.)
Egan, from Vero Beach, Florida, has

developed into an allpurpose player in her
years. She currently
leads the team in digs,
kills and kills per
game. Laura has become a sparkplug who
ignites the team
whenever needed.
Allison, from Apollo,
Pennsylvania, has become a true utility
player. When she
came to Coastal,
Michelle was recruited as a s.etter. She set the team for two
years, then devoted herself to the kill. Now
she plays not only the front row, but is used
in the back row. Out last season due to
injuries, she has come back better than ever.
Anna directs a defensive battalion showing
no mercy for opposing offenses.
Johanna Sujko and Tammy Brown are
the two newest members of the "Fab Five".
Sujko, from Horseheads, New York, sat out

last year after
transferring
from a junior
college.
Johanna i a
clutch
performer who i
ready to go
whenever called
upon. She can
oomein and tum
the tide of a
match, or keep
the momentum
flowing.
Brown, the last of the seniors, is certainly
not least Brown, from Loui burg, orth
Carolina, is currently ranked second in the
Big South Conference in attack percentage
(.364). Tammy is in her econd season at
Coastal after transferring from a junior college. Brown is a strong impact player with
a spike to make your knee quiver. She is

also pacing the team in attac percenta
(.364) and is second in Bl
average(.
).
These ladie that make up th "F
Five" have all played a leading role in hapfour
ing the volleyball program in th
year . They have gi en it a ne direcu
and a promising future. Thi tri ute g
these ladie who will be mi sed and.-ernembcred in the se on to come.

By JASON BREED
Sports Editor

Women's cross co ntry
joining competitive reid
By JASON BREED
Sports Writer

The next and last competition for
Coastal's women's cross country team is the
Big South Championship meet on October
31. The ladies are hoping to do as well as last
year's third place fmish in the conference.
The field this year is very competitive.
"There are five teams, including us,
with the ability to win the Big South," says
coach Connie. ~'The competition is the
strongest I've ever seen it."
Defending champs, Liberty University
goes into the meet as slight favorites. Others
in contention are: Coastal, Towson (who
has won the East Coast Conference championships the last two years), Charleston
Southern, and Campbell University.
The two runners watch will be Liberty 's
Urlene Dick and Coastal's own Kristen
Schultz. Dick fmished fourth in the race last
year and has the second best times this year
in the conference. Schultz finished third last
year and holds the two best times in the

conference, so far this year.
For Coastal to finish at the top of the
race, it will take a team effort of season best
and personal best times. Kim Heffner has
pasted times in the top five in the conference, while other runners Petlyn job, Robbye
Sutton, Patti Ann McAdams, and Katie
Scheetz have the potential to upset some key
runners in the conference.
"These girls are in the best shape of the
year and I have extteme confidence in the
abilities of each and every cne of my runners."
The runner with the best chance of
turning some heads in the race is senior
Ruby Price. She holds the key to a career
best perfonnance and a chance to go out as
one of the 10 best runners in the conference.
"This is an exciting time of the year for
us now. We have trained hard all year and
it boils down to the race on October 31 at the
University of Maryland Baltimore County."
This race will be the last for seniors
Kristen Schultz and Ruby Price.

The women's golf program recently
named Kim Chase a as istam coach. Chase
is currently taking cour s here at Coastal to
finish up her degree as a recreation major.
Chase played for all four years of her eligibility under men's and women's golf head
coach Tom Brennan. While on the team she
shot mid 70's and played the number one
position throughout her career.
.
"I know the team i young and I feel if
they can come together they will be in contention for a strong finish in the Cudone
Classic later in the fall."
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Chants win over Davidson

By JOHN GILBERT

Assistant Sports Edtor

While controversy may surround the Coastal Carolina College soccer team off the
field., the Chanticleers continue to answer all critics on "the pitch." The Chants rolled to
their 13th victory of the season Saturday night, blanking #8 Davidson 3-0 before nearly
2,500 fans at "The Graveyard." With the triumph, Coastal improved on its best ever
start to 13-1-0. Davidson, a 3-1 victor over unbeaten second-ranked UCLA in Los
Angeles last week, fell to 11-3-3.
Coastal played without four starters declared temporarily ineligible, and were also
without the services of leading scorer Eric Schmitt, who was forced to sit out the game
after receiving five yellow cards overlhe course of the season.
"This was just a great win for our team," Coastal head coach Paul Banta said. "We
were playing without some key members of our team ... "
The Chanticleers may have some doubters amongst the national pollsters, but
Davidson coach Charlie Slagle is not one of them.
"We have played some of the best teams in the country this season," said Slagle.
"This (Coastal) team is defmitely in the class of the schools that are receiving bids to
the NCAA tournament."
Rob Williams got the Chants on the scoreboard when he drilled a 30-yard strike
past Davidson goalkeeper Alex Deegan, who had wandered out of the goal anticipating
a Coastal pass. Instead, Williams young the top left comer of the goal for a 1-0 Coastal
halftime lead.
The Chanticleers upped the ante when senior striker Davor Seric dazzled the crowd
by dribbling past a host of defenders before driving a low-liner past Deegan into the left
comer of the goal. Williams then sealed the victory when he punched a short shot home
from close range. Neil Payne provided the assist as the Chants had their 3-0 win.
The Chanticleers frred 11 shots at Deegan while the Wildcats took six shots at the
Coastal goal. Freshman goalkeeper Bryan Hickey was flawless in the goal recording
his third straight shutout Hickey turned back five Wildcat shots in recording his fIfth
victory of the year.
"This was Bryan's best game of the year," said Banta. "He is only 18 years old, and
already a fine collegiate keeper."
Coastal plays host to top fight competition Tuesday night, as the Chants play their
fmal home contest of the season against second-ranked UNC-Charlotte at 7 p.m.

Ladies' volleyball struggles
By JASON BREED

The women's volleyball team is finding hard times on the road, but are doing well in
the friendly confmes of the Williams Brice area better known as the "Pit."
Finishing up an eight game road trip, the volleyball team is 1-5 against defending
conference opponents with a couple road trips left. The tough matches came against
defending conference champions and runners-up UNC Charleston Southern, and Campbell.
The ladies' win on the road came against Winthrop for their only win in conference play
so far.
"It's discouraging to play so hard and not have as many wins to show for it as we would
like," said coach McCaudy-Lee.
At home it becomes an entirely different story. The Lady Chants are 5-1 in their last
six home matches dating back to September 14.
"It is important for us to be playing well at home. I'm looking forward to a good
tournament (Big South) from our girls. Hopefully by the tournament we will be at the level
of play that I would like us to be at," McCaudy-Lee said.
The season comes to an end November 13 and 14 when Coastal will host the Big South
Conference Championship Volleyball Tournament The ten teanis from the conference will
be here for a single elimination, winner-lake-all tournament going all day Friday and
Saturday.
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Soccer Results:

at William! Mary
vs UNC Greensboro
at Winthrop
vs Davidson

L
W
W
W

2-3
6-0
1-0
3-0

L
L
L

2-3
1-3
0-3
3-1

Volleyball Results:
10/16
10/17
10/17
10/20

at Campbell
at Ranford
at UNC Greensboro
vs Campbell

Opportunities to get back to nature through eOA
By MARK A. PRIGNAC
Coastal Outdoor Association

Every year around this time when the air turns cool and the ieaves stan to fall, do you
have trouble concentrating on classes. Your mind starts to ~onder to places you would
rather be than Sitting in a classroom. You feel the cold air outside and imagine yourself
skiing on knee deep powder or camping in the most remote wilderness you could ever
dream of.
During the second eight weeks at Coastal there are numerous get aways planned for
the general student body as well as clases for credit being offered through the Coastal
Outdoor Adventure program. Up to this point in the semester over 100 people have
experienced some type of adventure with us. Last weekend the camping class took their
trip. Due to the unavailability of school-provided transportation we had to settle for a
simple two day trip to Huntington State Park in Murrells Inlet You may think thatdoesn't
sound like very much fun. Yet when you take the time to relax and really look at what
is there you just might find something you had never seen before. The students who went
on the trip had the pleasure of seeing some of the wildlife that call the park home.
Probably the most exciting animal that was seen was a red fox. He came around just as
darkness fell on the camping area. The fox was no threat, all he wanted was.some food.
Obviously he was used to people being around because he just sat down. a comfortable
distance away, and watched everything we did. After about half an hour he seemed
content and wandered off. Later that night as everyone slept, he decided to come visiting
again. One of the students woke up and noticed the fox had decided to sit down and watch
him for awhile. Still, the fox meant no harm: he was just curious about our group. Aside
from the bugs the class seemed to have a pretty good time.
If your mind is starting to wonder, and you have a sense for adventure, cheek out
Coastal Outdoor Adventure located right here on campus in annex 108 or give us a call
at 349-2833. We just might have a trip planned for you.

Outdoor enthusiasts unite in new organization
.By CHRIS ~LLOCH

Sports Edtor

10/14
10/17
10/21
10/24

.Association

W

Coastal OUtdoor Assoclatlon

If you are interested in one of the many outdoor pursuits that are happening all
around the Coastal area, then this new organization is for you. The fonnation of the
Carolina Adventure Club is taking place on Monday ,November 2, at 3:00. The meeting
will take place in Anex 108. For more infonnation, call Chris at 349-2833 or 238-3361.
This new club will be of interest to anyone who is interested in almost any activity
in the great involved are mountain and road biking, rock c.lin:tbing, rollerblade sports,
white water rafting. canoeing, camping and backpacking. These are just a few of the
interest in participating in outdoor activities and you would like to become involved with
a group of people that share your desire to have fun. then this is the organziation for you.
Some of the future opportunities members may include, rafting trips to North Carolina
and West Virginia and dive trips to Florida. The club will be open to all students and
factulty and their interested friends.

Mountain biking trip planned for November 6-8
By CHRIS MALLOCH
Coastal Outdoor Association

Coastal Outdoor Adventure is sponsoring another trip which is own 10 all students,
faculty, and their friends. The trip is a weekend excursion to the Natahala Wilderness
Area in the mountains of North Carolina. On November 6-8, this area will be host to one
of the East Coast's largest mountain biking races. "The Kilob Scorcher," This trip is a
great opportunity for anyone who wants to ride their mountain bike on some "real
terrain." The race is open to anyone, but there will be plenty of non-race riding as well.
The trip will also provide a diversion for those who would like to get away from the
beach, but don't ride mountain bikes. Many other activities will be available for the ttnonriders. These will include white water rafting, horseback. hiking, and having a really
good time.
The cost of the trip is $45. This will include transportation to the race area and back,
all dinners, and lodging in a mountain condo. Other activities will be paid for by the
individual and they must supply their own breakfasts and lunch meals. Departures will
be on November 6 at 9 a.m. from the school (Friday), and will return on Sunday by 9 p.m.
This trip will be open to the fust ten people who pay their fees (non-refundable). If
you are interested in having a good time in the mountains, then call Chris Malloch at 349·
2833 or come by Room 117 in the big gym.
IT
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Cultural Arts Co c •
announces events
October 29: Spookfest; Horry County
MemorlaI Library and branches; ghost stories, refreshments, and cosrume contests;
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.; free; call 248-4898.

November4,11,18, and 25: Children's
Story Time; Loris Branch Library; stories,
activities, puppets, and storytelling; 10:30
a.m.; ages 2-5; ca1l756-8101.

October 29: Kimbel Distinguished
Lecture Series presents: Ed Rollins;
Wheelwright Auditorium; ex-Perot adviser,
Ed Rollins, will discuss political issues;
7:30 p.m.; free, however, tickets required;
call 349-2502.

ovember 6-8: 7th Annual Arts and
Crafts Fair; Briarcliffe Mall, exhibition of
local artists displaying their original creations; 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.; free; call 249-4988.

-November 1: Lecture - "Lost Bronze
Wax Casting;" Brookgreen Gardens, Education Center; William H. Turner, sculptor,
will discuss how he does his own casting; 3
p.m.; free with admission to the Gardens;
call 237-4218.
November 3: Midday Cinema: "Constitution: The Compromise That Made a
Nation;" Brookgreen Gardens, Education
Center; 12:15 p.m.; free with admission to
the Gardens; call 237-4218.
November 3 - December 18: UNICEF
Art Display; Chapin Memorial Library;
featuring works of art form children around
the world; regular library hours; free; call
448-3338.
November 3, 10, and 17: Seasonal
Crafts; Chapin Memorial Library, Meeting
Room; featuring basket decorating (Nov.
3), Christtnas wreaths (Nov. 10), and making wrapping paper and bows (Nov. 17); 34 p.m.; $5 per program, registration required; call 448-3338.

ovember 7, 14,21, and 28: Square
Dancing; Homewood Elementary School,
Conway; beginner classes and experienced
dancer sessions; will expand to other popular line dances; 7:30- 10p.m.; ongoing; $10
per month; call 347-4773.
ovember 9:" Dallas Brass; Myrtle
Beach High School Auditorium; this six
member ensemble brings new dimension to
the traditional brass quintet; sponsored by
Coastal Concert Association; 8 p.m.; call
449-7546.
November 9-20: Illustrations From
Contemporary Children's Books; Horry
County Museum, Conway; illustrators from
the Grummon Collection Traveling Exhibit
Program; Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.; free; call 248-6489.
November 10: Midday Cinema: "Is
the Weather Changing;?" Brookgreen
Gardens, Education Center; 1 :25 p.m.; free
with admission to the Gardens; call 2374218.
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Quote of the week:

"Let us begin anew, remebering on o
sides that civility is not a sign of weakness." ----John • e
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October 27, 1992

DON'T MISS THE SECOND ANNUAL

HALLOWEEN HAUNTED HOUSE
FRIDAY, OCT. 30, FROM 6:30 TO 11 P.M.
SATURDAY, OCT. 31, FROM 6 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT

LITTLE THEATER IN THE
GRADUATE AND CONTINUING EDUCATION CENTER
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE

DONATION: $2

Fund raiser sponsored by
Music Educators National Conference
(M.E.N.C.)
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~ou Know, it! )0 ~jdi(ulouf. f 1don' call my
pare'nt 5 ever,! ~nday at e)(act~ 5. o'clock,
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o matter where you happen to be, the
AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state- to- state on AT&T when you can t dial direct.
With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special
discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls~ And once you have your

card you '11 never need to appl ~ r an her.
If you get your Calling Card no
ur t call
will be free~* And you 11 become a m mber of
AT&T tudent aver PIu a pro ram f p duc
and ervice that save tuden time and mone).
All of which make the AT&T Calling Card out f thi rId.

1b get an A1H Calling Card, call 1800 654-0471 E t....
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Today's Listeners,
Tomorrow's Leaders
PRESENT:

October 27, 1992

African American AS's ociation
presents a:

Halloween Dance
Open to Coastal & Ho"y Georgetown Tech students
., z: . .·~!;·.. ·

Judge Levone Graves

" 'J.

Admission: $2.00 for non-members ~ ~'!~: :~':':; _ -_;: ~,'
College I.D. Required
-.-

'!i ' ..: ••...,,'

•

Where: Student Center overflow
When: October 31, 1992
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.
Door prizes will be given away.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28,1992
ROOM 204

4:30p.m.

STUDENT CENTER

SPONSORED BY LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE

Open
Monday-Saturday
WednesdayandThursday,
open until 8:00 p.m.

International
" ... the candle burns
not for us, but for all
those whom we failed
to rescue from prison,
who were shot on the
way to prison, who
were tortured, who
were kidnapped, who
'disappeared.' That's
what the candle is
~
lor... "

Five Stylists to serve you,
and Wolf Tanning Beds.
Hwy. 544 MyrUe Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

-Peter Benenson, founder of Amnesty International

Join Amnesty International and make a difference!

Contact: Preston L. McKever-Floyd
KL 210, extension 2460
(or any chapter member)

Walk-ins welcome

